ELD Admin
Guide
For Android™ and iOS devices

Driver Account Setup

Account Setup
1. Select your name in the upper right corner
2.	Select Account Preferences from the
drop-down menu
Before the driver is able to log in, an account needs to
be set up for each driver. In the Account Preferences >
Mobile Options tab, admins can set up the default
driver's ELD profile for the entire account.
Individual driver information can be
edited using the driver profile.

The following information is required for every driver:

ELD Compliant

Always select ‘Yes’

Default Ruleset

The following Rulesets are supported on the ELD version:
1. Federal Property
2. Federal — Oilfield Exemption
3. Federal Passenger
4. Federal No 30 min Break (applicable for oversize-overweight
permitted loads)*

Rule Cycle

Choose from the available options—7 days (60hrs) or
8 days (70-hour)

Start Time

Can be modified to the drivers start time or use the default setting

Default Driver Time Zone

Choose from the available options

DOT Number

Enter the company USDOT number

Carrier Name

Enter carrier/company name

Carrier Home Terminal

Enter main company address

Commodity

Enter commodity
*NOTE: To access the Canadian rulesets, the driver must be disabled for 'ELD Compliant' flag.
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Driver Setup
1.
2.
3.

Select your name in the upper right corner
Select Admin from the drop-down menu
Select Create a New Driver or Driver List

Required Driver Details:
1. ELD Compliant
2. First Name
3. Last Name
4.	Email Address
5. Driver License
6.	Hourly Rate (to use the default,
check Use Account)
7.	Mobile Access (check this option then
enter the driver’s password—passwords
can be reset here in the future)

NOTE: Ensure that you have access to all your ELD driver's information (driver's
license number and issuing state) before enabling them to be ELD compliant.

Mobile Options:
1.
2.

 nable Personal Use or Yard Moves (optional)
E
Driver License (uses information
from the Details page)*
3. Ruleset
4. Rule Cycle
5. Start Time
6.	Carrier Name
7.	Carrier Home Terminal
8.	USDOT Number
9. Driver Time Zone
Click Save and you're ready to set up the next driver.
*Items 2-9 may be changed from the default settings inherited from the
account setup by disabling the Inherited From Account Preferences
field and making new assignments directly at the driver level.

Big Day Exemption:
You can enable driver for having ability to use the Big Day
Exemption from the LogBook ELD App. For more information
on the Big Day Exemption/16-Hour Short-Haul Exception
refer to the regulation found in Section 395.1(o).
Please note, if you are using the Big Day Exemption in
Mobile Options setup, comments are mandatory before saving.
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LogBook Tab Sections

LogBook Tab

HOS Overview

This is an overview of driver status in relation to their Rule Cycle. Use the Status tabs to filter the driver list.

Information on the HOS Overview page includes:
1. Name
2. Rule Set
3. Rule Cycle
4. Status
5. Status Duration
6. Last Update
7.	Driving Duration (Used or Remaining)
8.	On Duty Duration (Used or Remaining)
9.	7/8 Day Rule (Used or Remaining)

Filtering Tips:
To sort the columns, click the double-headed arrow
to toggle the sort order based on the selected column.
You can filter the list by fleet groups, and choose
to show Time Used or Time Remaining.
HOS History: Click to show a detailed view
 
of the driver's history.
Map: Click to show the vehicle's current location.
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Time used (or remaining) is color-coded
to easily identify at-risk drivers.
1.

The Blue Line indicates the driver is in good
standing and has time remaining in their rule cycle.

2.	
The Amber Line indicates the driver is 30 minutes
away from a possible violation.
3.

The Red Line indicates the driver is in violation.

LogBook Tab

HOS History

This section provides a detailed list of driver log statuses for a single day.

The calendar on the left provides easy access to view
driver logs for a different date. The calendar also allows
you to quickly identify which days have uncertified
entries (indicated by a red exclamation icon).
Click a calendar day to view the Graph and
Status Updates for that selected day.
Click the down arrow on a status entry to view the
location, co-driver, vehicle, trailer number, shipping
reference and any notes the driver made.
The plus sign
allows you to propose
a missing status to the driver.
The edit pencil
allows you to propose a change
to an existing status. These options are only
available if the day has been certified.

Additional notes:
All changes made by the admin in the Reveal
portal are sent to the driver and can be accessed
under the Alerts section in the LogBook app.
Pending proposal status is displayed next to the
status that has been changed. Once the driver
accepts the proposal, the logs are updated and
the certification status reset. The driver will have
to re-certify the logs. If the driver rejects the
proposal, the logs are not updated and the rejected
status is displayed in the Reveal web portal.
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LogBook Tab

Unidentified Miles

The Unidentified Miles tab displays driving events for all your vehicles that do not have a driver identified with those miles.
You can filter and view unidentified miles for your entire fleet or specific vehicles or by date. To change the date
range, click each date and select new dates from the pop-up calendars. Then, click the orange filter button.
Unprocessed Events Section:
The entries in the ‘Unprocessed Events’ section represent mileage can be assigned to a driver or dismissed.

Driving events will be listed
for the date range selected.
Information displayed includes:
1. Start date and time
2. End or current date and time
3. Number of engine hours
4. Status
5.	
Vehicle that incurred the
identified miles
6. Number of miles
7. Starting and ending location

To edit an event, click the pencil icon
To assign miles to a driver:
1.

You can leave the status defaulted at Driving, or

2.	Change to special driving conditions such as
On Duty Yard Moves or Off Duty-Personal Use
3.

Select a driver from the list and add comments

4.

Click on ‘Propose to Driver’ button

Proposed mileage is sent to the driver app for driver
acceptance. Dismissed events will not require
acceptance from a driver or any further action.
To dismiss miles associated with drivers that are not required
to keep logs, such as drivers who fuel trucks, mechanics, or
salesmen, enter a comment and click the ‘Mark As Done’ button.

Processed Events Section:
Once the event is assigned to a
driver the event will be moved to
the Processed Events tab.
If the driver rejects the proposal, the
event will re-appear under unprocessed
events. If the event is selected, a section
at the top will indicate the event was
previously proposed to a driver.
If the driver accepts the proposal,
the event will remain on the
Processed Events tab, and will also
display on the driver’s HOS History
after the next status update.
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Reports
All ELD customers will have access to four reports: Driver Log Report, ELD Transmission Report, HOS
Violations Report and Vehicle Inspections Report. All reports can be scheduled and emailed to users
on a daily, weekly or monthly time frame. They can also be exported to either a CSV or PDF.

Driver Log Report:
Displays the drivers graph and status updates for the
selected drivers and time frame.

ELD Transmission Report:
This report is a direct transmission to the FMCSA. It can
include unidentified drivers and additional comments.
A copy of the report can be sent to any email address.

HOS Violations Report:
Displays all driver violations for the selected drivers and
time frame.

Vehicle Inspection Report:
Displays all inspections completed for the selected time
frame. When exported to PDF it provides the full Driver
Vehicle Inspection Report (DVIR) The PDF version allows
a place for the mechanic and driver to sign off to show
that the defect was fixed.
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Alerts
All ELD customers will have an alert for HOS Violations. This alert will notify any user that a
driver has gone into a violation. The alert can be sent via email to any user or driver. Users in the
system can also receive the alert via text or notification within the Reveal web portal.

Alert Options:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

All Violations
Daily driving violation
Daily on duty Violation
Weekly on duty violation
30-minute break
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